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redbooks publication covers ibm ts7700 r4 2 the ibm ts7700 is part of a family of ibm enterprise
tape products this book is intended for system architects and storage administrators who want to
integrate their storage systems for optimal operation building on over 20 years of virtual tape
experience the ts7760 now supports the ability to store virtual tape volumes in an object store
the ts7700 has supported off loading to physical tape for over two decades off loading to physical
tape behind a ts7700 is utilized by hundreds of organizations around the world using the same
hierarchical storage techniques the ts7700 can also off load to object storage given object
storage is cloud based and accessible from different regions the ts7760 cloud storage tier support
essentially allows the cloud to be an extension of the grid as of the release of this document the
ts7760c supports the ability to off load to ibm cloud object storage as well as amazon s3 to learn
about the ts7760 cloud storage tier function planning implementation best practices and support
see ibm redpaper ibm ts7760 r4 2 cloud storage tier guide redp 5514 at redbooks ibm com abstracts
redp5514 html the ibm ts7700 offers a modular scalable and high performance architecture for
mainframe tape virtualization for the ibm z environment it is a fully integrated tiered storage
hierarchy of disk and tape this storage hierarchy is managed by robust storage management
microcode with extensive self management capability it includes the following advanced functions
improved reliability and resiliency reduction in the time that is needed for the backup and
restore process reduction of services downtime that is caused by physical tape drive and library
outages reduction in cost time and complexity by moving primary workloads to virtual tape more
efficient procedures for managing daily backup and restore processing infrastructure
simplification through reduction of the number of physical tape libraries drives and media ts7700
delivers the following new capabilities ts7760c supports the ability to off load to ibm cloud
object storage as well as amazon s3 8 way grid cloud consisting of any generation of ts7700
synchronous and asynchronous replication tight integration with ibm z and dfsms policy management
optional transparent cloud tiering optional integration with physical tape cumulative 16gb ficon
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throughput up to 4 8gb s 8 ibm z hosts view up to 496 8 equivalent devices grid access to all data
independent of where it exists the ts7760t writes data by policy to physical tape through
attachment to high capacity high performance ibm ts1150 and ibm ts1140 tape drives installed in an
ibm ts4500 or ts3500 tape library the ts7760 models are based on high performance and redundant
ibm power8 technology they provide improved performance for most ibm z tape workloads when
compared to the previous generations of ibm ts7700 asian populations are among some of the fastest
growing cultural groups in the us while books on serving other target groups in libraries have
been published e g disabled latino seniors etc few books on serving library users of asian
heritage have been written thus the timely need for this book rather than a generalized overview
of asians as a whole this book has 24 separate chapters each on 24 specific asian countries
cultures of east southeast and south asia with a wealth of resources for understanding interacting
with outreaching to and serving library users of each culture resources include cultural guides
both print and online language helps with sample library vocabulary asian booksellers nationwide
cultural groups professional literature and more resources and suggestions are given for all three
types of libraries public school and academic making this book valuable for all librarians the
demographics of each asian culture numbers and distribution plus history of immigration and
international student enrollment is also featured as a bonus each chapter spotlights a us public
school and academic library providing model outreach to asian library users additionally this book
provides a detailed description and analysis of libraries in each of the 24 asian countries the
history development facilities conditions technology classification systems and more of public
school and academic libraries are all discussed with detailed documentation country conditions
influencing libraries and library use are also described literacy levels reading cultures
languages and writing systems educational systems and more based on the author s 15 years of
research and travels to asia this work is a must have for all librarians the guide offers an
introduction to basic medical terminology on a level and in accordance with requirements of the
university programmes of dentistry and general medicine in the czech republic the course reflects
local specifics of the czech medical environment most notably its strong focus on latin grammar
the guide consists of two parts one for each semester however the first section is to certain
extent self contained and as such it can be used by students of one term courses dentistry while
the second one is supposed to serve as an independent addition necessary only for students of
general medicine ���������������� ��������� ���������������������������������������� ��� ���������
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manager section 15 aws������������ section 16 github�������� section 17 gitlab�������� section 18
aws codecommit�������� section 19 jira���������������� section 20 cloudwatch���������� section 21
��������� section 22 ��������� section 23 ����������������� section 24 �������������� section 25 �
�������������������� section 26 ami������������ section 27 ��������������� section 28 aws���������
���� section 29 aws������ section 30 �������� section 31 ���������git�� section 32 ������������git
�� section 33 ����������������� section 34 ����������� section 35 ���������� this ibm redbooks
publication covers ibm ts7700 r5 2 the ibm ts7700 is part of a family of ibm enterprise tape
products this book is intended for system architects and storage administrators who want to
integrate their storage systems for optimal operation building on 25 years of experience the r5 2
release includes many features that enable improved performance usability and security highlights
include ibm ts7700 advanced object store an all flash ts7770 grid resiliency enhancements and
logical worm retention by using the same hierarchical storage techniques the ts7700 ts7770 and
ts7760 can also off load to object storage because object storage is cloud based and accessible
from different regions the ts7700 cloud storage tier support essentially allows the cloud to be an
extension of the grid as of this writing the ts7700c supports the ability to off load to ibm cloud
object storage amazon s3 and rstor this publication explains features and concepts that are
specific to the ibm ts7700 as of release r5 2 the r5 2 microcode level provides ibm ts7700 cloud
storage tier enhancements ibm ds8000 object storage enhancements management interface dual control
security and other smaller enhancements the r5 2 microcode level can be installed on the ibm
ts7770 and ibm ts7760 models only note the latest release 5 2 was split into two phases r5 2 phase
1 also referred to as and r5 2 phase 2 and r ts7700 provides tape virtualization for the ibm z
environment off loading to physical tape behind a ts7700 is used by hundreds of organizations
around the world tape virtualization can help satisfy the following requirements in a data
processing environment new and existing capabilities of the ts7700 5 2 2 release includes the
following highlights eight way grid cloud which consists of up to three generations of ts7700
synchronous and asynchronous replication of virtual tape and tct objects grid access to all
logical volume and object data that is independent of where it exists an all flash ts7770 option
for improved performance full advanced object store grid cloud support of ds8000 transparent cloud
tier full aes256 encryption for data that is in flight and at rest tight integration with ibm z
and dfsms policy management ds8000 object store aes256 in flight encryption and compression
regulatory compliance through logical worm and lworm retention support cloud storage tier support
for archive logical volume version and disaster recovery optional integration with physical tape
16 gb ibm ficon throughput that exceeds 5 gbps per ts7700 cluster grid resiliency support with
control unit initiated reconfiguration cuir support ibm z hosts view up to 3 968 common devices
per ts7700 grid ts7770 cache on demand feature that is based capacity licensing ts7770 support of
ssd within the ved server the ts7700t writes data by policy to physical tape through attachment to
high capacity high performance ibm ts1160 ibm ts1150 and ibm ts1140 tape drives that are installed
in an ibm ts4500 or ts3500 tape library the ts7770 models are based on high performance and
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redundant ibm power9tm technology they provide improved performance for most ibm z tape workloads
when compared to the previous generations of ibm ts7700 this book offers a comprehensive
introductory guide to choosing and using a series lxd55 or lxd75 computer controlled goto
telescope containing a wealth of useful information for both beginners and more advanced practical
amateur astronomers the manufacturer s manuals are not nearly detailed enough to be of real help
to beginners no other book offers advanced techniques for more experienced lxd series users the
rough guide to singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this constantly evolving city state with
clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions discover singapore s highlights with
stunning photography and accounts of everything from the magnificent new national gallery and
historic botanic gardens to the dazzling temples of chinatown and the hilltop walks of the
southern ridges find detailed practical advice on what to do and see in singapore with up to date
reviews of the best hotels restaurants hawker places bars clubs and shops for every budget there s
also a detailed description of the island s rich traditional chinese malay and indian cuisines to
help you order the tastiest food explore every corner of downtown singapore and off the beaten
track with easy to use maps to help ensure you don t miss the unmissable make the most of your
stay with the rough guide to singapore this second edition of an engineer s guide to automated
testing of high speed interfaces provides updates to reflect current state of the art high speed
digital testing with automated test equipment technology ate featuring clear examples this one
stop reference covers all critical aspects of automated testing including an introduction to high
speed digital basics a discussion of industry standards ate and bench instrumentation for digital
applications and test and measurement techniques for characterization and production environment
engineers learn how to apply automated test equipment for testing high speed digital i o
interfaces and gain a better understanding of pci express 4 100gb ethernet and mipi while
exploring the correlation between phase noise and jitter this updated resource provides expanded
material on 28 32 gbps nrz testing and wireless testing that are becoming increasingly more
pertinent for future applications this book explores the current trend of merging high speed
digital testing within the fields of photonic and wireless testing a full color go anywhere guide
to nikon s entire array of creative lighting possibilities nikon s creative lighting system is
like having a low cost wireless studio lighting system that s portable enough to fit into a camera
bag although the possibilities are endless and exciting setting up synchronizing the equipment and
determining lighting ratios can be a bit overwhelming luckily this digital field guide has been
completely updated to shed some light on the situation beginning with the basic functions of the
nikon sb 900 the sb 800 and the sb 600 the author then goes on to demystify the complexities of
using multiple speedlights adjusting flash outputs and setting up a wireless studio clearly
explains how to get the best results when using multiple speedlights includes examples and unique
advice on how to light specific subjects such as weddings wildlife portraits product shots and
corporate locations covers other creative lighting system components such as nikon s wireless
commander and macro speedlights with this handy on the go guide you ll no longer be in the dark on
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nikon s creative lighting system with this book author alexander s white provides users of the
a6400 with a manual covering all aspects of the camera s operation using a tutorial like approach
the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with the a6400
and explains when and why to use the camera s many features the book provides details about the
camera s shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting playback setup video wi fi
bluetooth and special effects the book covers the a6400 s ability to use its touch screen for
focusing and enlarging images in some situations its upgraded autofocus system which includes
automatic focusing on the eyes of humans or animals and the camera s wide range of options for
assigning its control buttons dial and wheel to carry out photographic functions the book includes
more than 450 color photographs that illustrate the camera s controls display screens and menus
the images include photographs taken using the a6400 s scene mode with settings optimized for
subjects such as landscapes sunsets portraits and action shots and its creative style and picture
effect menu options with settings that alter the appearance of images the book provides concise
introductions to topics such as street photography and infrared photography and explains how to
use the camera s wi fi and bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet to
control the camera from such a device and to add location information to images the book includes
a full discussion of the video features of the a6400 which can shoot hd and 4k ultra hd movies
with manual control of exposure and focus during recording the book explains the camera s numerous
features for professional level videography including picture profiles that allow adjustment of
settings such as gamma curve black level knee and detail the book describes steps for recording 4k
video to an external video recorder using the clean video output from the camera s hdmi port in
three appendices the book discusses accessories for the a6400 including cases power sources remote
controls microphones and external flash units and includes a list of websites and other resources
for further information the book includes an appendix with quick tips on how to take advantage of
the camera s features in the most efficient ways possible this guide to the a6400 includes a
detailed index so the reader can quickly locate information about any particular feature or aspect
of the camera the definitive guide to arm cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors focuses on the
armv8 m architecture and the features that are available in the cortex m23 and cortex m33
processors this book covers a range of topics including the instruction set the programmer s model
interrupt handling os support and debug features it demonstrates how to create software for the
cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors by way of a range of examples which will enable embedded
software developers to understand the armv8 m architecture this book also covers the trustzone
technology in detail including how it benefits security in iot applications its operations how the
technology affects the processor s hardware e g memory architecture interrupt handling etc and
various other considerations in creating secure software presents the first book on armv8 m
architecture and its features as implemented in the cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors covers
trustzone technology in detail includes examples showing how to create software for cortex m23 m33
processors this book focuses on relatively neglected areas of simulation and gaming s g i e
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cultural aspects and ethical issues in addition to giving readers a basic knowledge of s g
although the educational effects of s g and related methods such as gamification as well as
serious games have been studied and are gaining recognition their downsides are often overlooked
for example there is always a risk of manipulation by games if maliciously designed and
facilitated ethical codes of game designers facilitators and educators must be established on the
basis of academic research considerations of the ethics of games are essential not only for s g
researchers and educators but also for the general public because games have sometimes been used
for propaganda purposes in the past and could be again in the present and future looking at the
cultural aspect as the s g community has accumulated research over 50 years the book includes the
knowledge of the pioneers i e archival interview data this is the first book that includes
extensive interviews of researchers and commercial game designers and critics it also contains
diverse topics from the perspective of gender and japanese culture japan has been attracting
attention in the field of board games as there are many independent game designers and an
expanding market although women in s g have gained some recognition the topic has been rather
ignored and was first officially discussed in 2019 at the international conference of the
international simulation and gaming association held in warsaw in summary by focusing on
comparatively overlooked or neglected aspects of s g this book expands future opportunities in the
field for researchers and educators with increased awareness by the general public internet of
things iot enabled spaces have made revolutionary advances in the utility grid among these
advances intelligent and energy efficient services are gaining considerable interest the use of
the smart grid is increasing day after day around us and is not only used in saving energy but
also in our daily life for intelligent health traffic and even farming systems the grid enabled
with iot features is also expected to communicate with cellular networks smoothly in the next
generation networks 6g and beyond this will open the door for other interesting research areas in
this book we consider the most significant and emergent research topics in this domain addressing
major issues and challenges in iot based solutions proposed for the smart grid the chapters
provide insight on comprehensive topics in iot based smart grids combining technical aspects with
the most up to date theory it investigates the grid under varying and potential emerging paradigms
such as edge fog computing in addition to big data aspects considerations in the iot era with
comprehensive surveys and case studies this book explores basic and high level grid aspects in the
emerging smart city paradigm which makes it especially attractive to researchers academics and
higher level students this authored book can be used by computer science undergraduate and
postgraduate students researchers and practitioners city administrators policymakers and
government regulators model transformations are the glue that tie modelling activities together if
you ve used modelling in anger then whether you know it or not you ve used model transformations
they come in all shapes and sizes from moving models between di erent tools to generating
implementations model transformations have humble beginnings at one point not long ago it was said
by many in the know that the way forward in model transformations was to use xslt that this idea
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now raises a wry smile shows how far the model transformation community has come in a short time
where once model transformations were hacked together in a variety of unsuitable languages we now
have a number of powerful dedicated languages and theories at our disposal since 2008 the icmt
conference series has played a huge part in advancing the subject and this third edition was no di
erent the theories and languages presented at icmt have allowed principled model transformations
to play an ever greater part in real systems of course there is still much more to do we need our
model transformations languages and theories to scale further allow greater expressivity be more
exible and aid reusability and we lack empirically backed studies of model transformations in use
doubtless you can think of other gaps yet though some real world challenges lie just beyond our
reach eachyearseesonce dauntingproblemsconquered muchofthatprogressis nowdriven byicmt andthis
year sedition showedhow model transformations are increasingly being used in previously unfamiliar
areas european industry has already developed successful standards in the past and i am very con
dent that on the basis of dvb h mobile tv services can developtheeconomiesofscaletheyneedfortake
upacrosseuropeandaround the world with these words of eu s telecom commissioner viviane reding dvb
h is destined to be a dominating mobile tv technology in europe and even in the world i was rst
getting in touch with the dvb technology when i was doing my phd research in brunel university in
uk in 2002 at that time dvb t was already a mature and widely used digital broadcast technology
and anyone could easily buy a dvb t receiver in the market to try the digital broadcast signals
that have been already broadcasted in uk since 1998 then the dvb technology world changed
dramatically as a more exible and robust terr trial broadcast system targeting handsets dvb h was
developed based on dvb t in 2003 the dvb h community were continuously working to n ize the
standard finally in november 2004 dvb h was adopted as an etsi standard en 302 304 i was lucky to
see all these changes when i was doing my phd research in dvb technology and i was very proud to
be involved in the di erent dvb h research projects since the beginning of the dvb h standard
development stage i was also lucky enough that i am one of the rst persons who nished phd degree
by focusing on dvb h research technical writing as a career technical manuals and handbooks
planning a technical manual publishing systems layout and format manual writing style preparing a
manual specification front matter and introductory material illustration table preparation
operation maintenance and repair instructions illustration parts breakdown appendixes and addenda
amending manuals preparing camera ready copy priting and binding the technical editor a technical
handbook department appendixes capitalization rules mathematical and scientific terminoly using
the metric si system numbers in technical manuals abbreviations footnotes punctuation glossary of
technical terms bibliography index an in depth guide to finding the right cannabis strain for your
needs both on a recreational and medicinal level with an ever increasing number of states
legalizing the use of marijuana the buyer is faces with the question which strain is going to give
me the best results thankfully in 100 best cannabis strains you will be able to find all the
answers to your questions with in depth details on each strain readers will be able to determine
which is right for them having trouble sleeping consider orange tree looking to relax give ogkush
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a try in addition to images for each strain readers will be supplied pertinent information to best
help find the perfect remedy such details include strain ratio sativa indica amount of thc and cbd
potential side effects medicinal benefits and much more while there are literally thousands of
strains and more coming out each day this pocket guide will help you navigate through all that
cannabis has to offer whether it s bubba kush charlotte s cherry pie white widow jack herer
confidential cheese or granddaddy purple 100 best cannabis stains is your one stop shop to getting
the most out of your cannabis even as newer cellular technologies and standards emerge many of the
fundamental principles and the components of the cellular network remain the same presenting a
simple yet comprehensive view of cellular communications technologies cellular communications
provides an end to end perspective of cellular operations ranging from physical layer details to
call set up and from the radio network to the core network this self contained source for
practitioners and students represents a comprehensive survey of the fundamentals of cellular
communications and the landscape of commercially deployed 2g and 3g technologies and provides a
glimpse of emerging 4g technologies singapore s leading tech magazine gives its readers the power
to decide with its informative articles and in depth reviews a guide for purchasing and using a
personal computer the most up to date information on the diagnosis and treatment of skin cancers
the high prevalence of skin cancer makes it crucial that physicians adequately understand the
disease and its treatment skin cancer a comprehensive guide provides the vital tools needed to
successfully detect and treat this illness improving patient wellness and survival covering the
full spectrum of skin cancers the book provides essential information on diagnosis and treatment
options the text opens with an incisive discussion of both normal and aging skin and the
incidences and causes of skin cancer and is followed by descriptions of the various types of skin
cancer and important benign tumors and the dermatological manifestation of internal malignancy
skin cancer a comprehensive guide covers all the topics most important to clinicians and students
including the use of lasers and optical coherence tomography in skin cancer diagnosis mohs
micrographic surgery hyper ige and hypereosinophilic syndromes and confocal laser scanning
microscopy features summaries and clinical pearls for each chapter patient education points case
studies color illustrations treatment procedures for various patient populations including
children and pregnant women information on skin cancer vaccines and chemo prevention of cancer
coverage of basal and squamous cell carcinoma malignant melanoma cutaneous lymphoma and leukemias
sarcomas sweat gland tumors vascular tumors of the skin eyelid oral and genital cancers paget s
disease hpv associated skin cancers skin cancer in transplant and hiv patients non melanoma and
melanoma skin cancers how the wto deals with regional trade agreements rtas is conceptually and
practically one of the most important questions in international trade law this book clarifies
that relationship focussing on one form of regional integration customs unions and one form of
trade measures anti dumping measures this book answers the question how anti dumping measures and
legislation change if a state is in a customs union as well in doing so this book provides a new
reasoning why anti dumping measures are modified in customs unions as well as a comprehensive
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overview of how this has happened a legal analysis on the legality of these changes and an answer
to the question how the different institutional settings have impacted questions of responsibility
and attribution going beyond this this book also considers the specific problems that arise in
cases of economic integration and disintegration and finally the impact forming a customs union
has on third parties that may impose anti dumping measures on states that are members of a customs
union infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and
topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects the mathematics of games an
introduction to probability takes an inquiry based approach to teaching the standard material for
an introductory probability course it also discusses different games and ideas that relate to the
law of large numbers as well as some more mathematical topics not typically found in similar books
written in an accessibl this two volume set ccis 166 and 167 constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the international conference on digital information and communication technology and its
applications dictap 2011 held in dijon france in june 2010 the 128 revised full papers presented
in both volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from 330 submissions the papers are organized
in topical sections on applications image processing visual interfaces and user experience network
security ad hoc network cloud computing data compression software engineering networking and
mobiles distributed and parallel processing social networks ontology algorithms multimedia e
learning interactive environments and emergent technologies for e learning signal processing
information and data management singapore s leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to
decide with its informative articles and in depth reviews the last five years have been extremely
challenging but also very innovative for cephalopod science and the outstanding tradition of
biological contribution with cephalopod molluscs as key players in science and human activities
and interests has continued this research topic is one of several dedicated to cephalopod molluscs
e g hanke and osorio 2018 ponte et al 2018 hosted by frontiers over the last few years not to
mention other papers published separately highlighting of cephalopod science is important because
it has much to offer not only the life science community but also more broadly the public
perception of science and its understanding and relationship with scientific endeavour and
cephalopods as living organisms and part of our everyday life at least for most of us this
contribution illustrates the key needs that need to be overcome by the cephalopod research
community i e rapid and effective mechanisms for exchange of knowledge and resources sharing of
laboratory protocols videos tissues samples and data sets innovative approaches and initiatives in
public engagement the cuttlefish comic included is an excellent example of a type of media that
can be used to expand scientific knowledge to the public and human relationship with live animals
there are strategic challenges in convincing globally distributed policy makers and funders of the
relevance of cephalopods in scientific advances and also in the regulatory aspects since
cephalopods are the only invertebrates whose use is regulated in europe in a research context and
this increases the need for integrated oversight and direction in terms of ethics and animal
welfare e g jacquet et al 2019a 2019b ponte et al 2019 this research topic also aligns with the
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interests of the cephalopod community in stimulating public interest in cephalopods extending to a
broader audience that could include chefs and gourmets and fishers and scientists aiming to
develop sustainable food resources cephsinaction towards future challenges for cephalopod science
research topic includes 14 papers from about 40 authors representing ten different countries thus
overlapping with the original parties that contributed to the cost fa1301 that together with
cephres promoted and supported this editorial initiative modern applications of nuclear chemistry
concern various scientific disciplines this new edition of volume 2 nuclear and radiochemistry
modern applications summarizes recent knowledge on radiation measurement and dosimetry
highsensitive high selective and non destructive analytical technologies environmental aspects and
nuclear dating state of the art research on actinides and radioelements nuclear energy and
molecular diagnosis and patient treatment for nuclear medicine individual topics are presented by
leading experts this 2nd edition has updated literature references and includes new material
throughout the reader is also referred to the new edition of volume 1 nuclear and radiochemistry
introduction continuity and innovation in honors college curricula is the second volume in the
edited series honors education in transition which examines the proliferation of honors programs
and colleges in american higher education while honors education has become ubiquitous in american
higher education this transformation has happened without systematic attempts to align what honors
means across institutions and absent a universally agreed upon definitions of what honors is and
what it might aspire to be in the future this generates possibility and flexibility while also
creating rather serious challenges this book examines dynamic attempts to think creatively about
curriculum a hallmark of honors in higher education the authors document and discuss innovative
attempts ranging from service learning to international education to innovative ways to blend
disciplinary models of pedagogy with honors teaching throughout their investigations are grounded
in the present while turning a keen and perceptive eye to the future
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電子工作究極ガイド 2019-04-19

this ibm redbooks publication covers ibm ts7700 r4 2 the ibm ts7700 is part of a family of ibm
enterprise tape products this book is intended for system architects and storage administrators
who want to integrate their storage systems for optimal operation building on over 20 years of
virtual tape experience the ts7760 now supports the ability to store virtual tape volumes in an
object store the ts7700 has supported off loading to physical tape for over two decades off
loading to physical tape behind a ts7700 is utilized by hundreds of organizations around the world
using the same hierarchical storage techniques the ts7700 can also off load to object storage
given object storage is cloud based and accessible from different regions the ts7760 cloud storage
tier support essentially allows the cloud to be an extension of the grid as of the release of this
document the ts7760c supports the ability to off load to ibm cloud object storage as well as
amazon s3 to learn about the ts7760 cloud storage tier function planning implementation best
practices and support see ibm redpaper ibm ts7760 r4 2 cloud storage tier guide redp 5514 at
redbooks ibm com abstracts redp5514 html the ibm ts7700 offers a modular scalable and high
performance architecture for mainframe tape virtualization for the ibm z environment it is a fully
integrated tiered storage hierarchy of disk and tape this storage hierarchy is managed by robust
storage management microcode with extensive self management capability it includes the following
advanced functions improved reliability and resiliency reduction in the time that is needed for
the backup and restore process reduction of services downtime that is caused by physical tape
drive and library outages reduction in cost time and complexity by moving primary workloads to
virtual tape more efficient procedures for managing daily backup and restore processing
infrastructure simplification through reduction of the number of physical tape libraries drives
and media ts7700 delivers the following new capabilities ts7760c supports the ability to off load
to ibm cloud object storage as well as amazon s3 8 way grid cloud consisting of any generation of
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ts7700 synchronous and asynchronous replication tight integration with ibm z and dfsms policy
management optional transparent cloud tiering optional integration with physical tape cumulative
16gb ficon throughput up to 4 8gb s 8 ibm z hosts view up to 496 8 equivalent devices grid access
to all data independent of where it exists the ts7760t writes data by policy to physical tape
through attachment to high capacity high performance ibm ts1150 and ibm ts1140 tape drives
installed in an ibm ts4500 or ts3500 tape library the ts7760 models are based on high performance
and redundant ibm power8 technology they provide improved performance for most ibm z tape
workloads when compared to the previous generations of ibm ts7700

IBM TS7700 Release 4.2 Guide 2019-06-12

asian populations are among some of the fastest growing cultural groups in the us while books on
serving other target groups in libraries have been published e g disabled latino seniors etc few
books on serving library users of asian heritage have been written thus the timely need for this
book rather than a generalized overview of asians as a whole this book has 24 separate chapters
each on 24 specific asian countries cultures of east southeast and south asia with a wealth of
resources for understanding interacting with outreaching to and serving library users of each
culture resources include cultural guides both print and online language helps with sample library
vocabulary asian booksellers nationwide cultural groups professional literature and more resources
and suggestions are given for all three types of libraries public school and academic making this
book valuable for all librarians the demographics of each asian culture numbers and distribution
plus history of immigration and international student enrollment is also featured as a bonus each
chapter spotlights a us public school and academic library providing model outreach to asian
library users additionally this book provides a detailed description and analysis of libraries in
each of the 24 asian countries the history development facilities conditions technology
classification systems and more of public school and academic libraries are all discussed with
detailed documentation country conditions influencing libraries and library use are also described
literacy levels reading cultures languages and writing systems educational systems and more based
on the author s 15 years of research and travels to asia this work is a must have for all
librarians

Serving Library Users from Asia 2015-10-01

the guide offers an introduction to basic medical terminology on a level and in accordance with
requirements of the university programmes of dentistry and general medicine in the czech republic
the course reflects local specifics of the czech medical environment most notably its strong focus
on latin grammar the guide consists of two parts one for each semester however the first section
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is to certain extent self contained and as such it can be used by students of one term courses
dentistry while the second one is supposed to serve as an independent addition necessary only for
students of general medicine

Guide to Basic Medical Terminology 2021-10-26
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Harness 最新テクノロジー導入ガイド 2022-07-07

this ibm redbooks publication covers ibm ts7700 r5 2 the ibm ts7700 is part of a family of ibm
enterprise tape products this book is intended for system architects and storage administrators
who want to integrate their storage systems for optimal operation building on 25 years of
experience the r5 2 release includes many features that enable improved performance usability and
security highlights include ibm ts7700 advanced object store an all flash ts7770 grid resiliency
enhancements and logical worm retention by using the same hierarchical storage techniques the
ts7700 ts7770 and ts7760 can also off load to object storage because object storage is cloud based
and accessible from different regions the ts7700 cloud storage tier support essentially allows the
cloud to be an extension of the grid as of this writing the ts7700c supports the ability to off
load to ibm cloud object storage amazon s3 and rstor this publication explains features and
concepts that are specific to the ibm ts7700 as of release r5 2 the r5 2 microcode level provides
ibm ts7700 cloud storage tier enhancements ibm ds8000 object storage enhancements management
interface dual control security and other smaller enhancements the r5 2 microcode level can be
installed on the ibm ts7770 and ibm ts7760 models only note the latest release 5 2 was split into
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two phases r5 2 phase 1 also referred to as and r5 2 phase 2 and r ts7700 provides tape
virtualization for the ibm z environment off loading to physical tape behind a ts7700 is used by
hundreds of organizations around the world tape virtualization can help satisfy the following
requirements in a data processing environment new and existing capabilities of the ts7700 5 2 2
release includes the following highlights eight way grid cloud which consists of up to three
generations of ts7700 synchronous and asynchronous replication of virtual tape and tct objects
grid access to all logical volume and object data that is independent of where it exists an all
flash ts7770 option for improved performance full advanced object store grid cloud support of
ds8000 transparent cloud tier full aes256 encryption for data that is in flight and at rest tight
integration with ibm z and dfsms policy management ds8000 object store aes256 in flight encryption
and compression regulatory compliance through logical worm and lworm retention support cloud
storage tier support for archive logical volume version and disaster recovery optional integration
with physical tape 16 gb ibm ficon throughput that exceeds 5 gbps per ts7700 cluster grid
resiliency support with control unit initiated reconfiguration cuir support ibm z hosts view up to
3 968 common devices per ts7700 grid ts7770 cache on demand feature that is based capacity
licensing ts7770 support of ssd within the ved server the ts7700t writes data by policy to
physical tape through attachment to high capacity high performance ibm ts1160 ibm ts1150 and ibm
ts1140 tape drives that are installed in an ibm ts4500 or ts3500 tape library the ts7770 models
are based on high performance and redundant ibm power9tm technology they provide improved
performance for most ibm z tape workloads when compared to the previous generations of ibm ts7700

IBM TS7700 Release 5.2.2 Guide 2023-06-05

this book offers a comprehensive introductory guide to choosing and using a series lxd55 or lxd75
computer controlled goto telescope containing a wealth of useful information for both beginners
and more advanced practical amateur astronomers the manufacturer s manuals are not nearly detailed
enough to be of real help to beginners no other book offers advanced techniques for more
experienced lxd series users

The sun seen with the atacama large mm and sub-mm array (ALMA) -
first results 2010-04-28

the rough guide to singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this constantly evolving city state
with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions discover singapore s highlights
with stunning photography and accounts of everything from the magnificent new national gallery and
historic botanic gardens to the dazzling temples of chinatown and the hilltop walks of the
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southern ridges find detailed practical advice on what to do and see in singapore with up to date
reviews of the best hotels restaurants hawker places bars clubs and shops for every budget there s
also a detailed description of the island s rich traditional chinese malay and indian cuisines to
help you order the tastiest food explore every corner of downtown singapore and off the beaten
track with easy to use maps to help ensure you don t miss the unmissable make the most of your
stay with the rough guide to singapore

A User's Guide to the Meade LXD55 and LXD75 Telescopes 2016-09-01

this second edition of an engineer s guide to automated testing of high speed interfaces provides
updates to reflect current state of the art high speed digital testing with automated test
equipment technology ate featuring clear examples this one stop reference covers all critical
aspects of automated testing including an introduction to high speed digital basics a discussion
of industry standards ate and bench instrumentation for digital applications and test and
measurement techniques for characterization and production environment engineers learn how to
apply automated test equipment for testing high speed digital i o interfaces and gain a better
understanding of pci express 4 100gb ethernet and mipi while exploring the correlation between
phase noise and jitter this updated resource provides expanded material on 28 32 gbps nrz testing
and wireless testing that are becoming increasingly more pertinent for future applications this
book explores the current trend of merging high speed digital testing within the fields of
photonic and wireless testing

The Rough Guide to Singapore 2016-04-30

a full color go anywhere guide to nikon s entire array of creative lighting possibilities nikon s
creative lighting system is like having a low cost wireless studio lighting system that s portable
enough to fit into a camera bag although the possibilities are endless and exciting setting up
synchronizing the equipment and determining lighting ratios can be a bit overwhelming luckily this
digital field guide has been completely updated to shed some light on the situation beginning with
the basic functions of the nikon sb 900 the sb 800 and the sb 600 the author then goes on to
demystify the complexities of using multiple speedlights adjusting flash outputs and setting up a
wireless studio clearly explains how to get the best results when using multiple speedlights
includes examples and unique advice on how to light specific subjects such as weddings wildlife
portraits product shots and corporate locations covers other creative lighting system components
such as nikon s wireless commander and macro speedlights with this handy on the go guide you ll no
longer be in the dark on nikon s creative lighting system
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An Engineer's Guide to Automated Testing of High-Speed
Interfaces, Second Edition 2009-10-01

with this book author alexander s white provides users of the a6400 with a manual covering all
aspects of the camera s operation using a tutorial like approach the book shows beginning and
intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with the a6400 and explains when and why to
use the camera s many features the book provides details about the camera s shooting modes as well
as its menu options for shooting playback setup video wi fi bluetooth and special effects the book
covers the a6400 s ability to use its touch screen for focusing and enlarging images in some
situations its upgraded autofocus system which includes automatic focusing on the eyes of humans
or animals and the camera s wide range of options for assigning its control buttons dial and wheel
to carry out photographic functions the book includes more than 450 color photographs that
illustrate the camera s controls display screens and menus the images include photographs taken
using the a6400 s scene mode with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes sunsets
portraits and action shots and its creative style and picture effect menu options with settings
that alter the appearance of images the book provides concise introductions to topics such as
street photography and infrared photography and explains how to use the camera s wi fi and
bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet to control the camera from such a
device and to add location information to images the book includes a full discussion of the video
features of the a6400 which can shoot hd and 4k ultra hd movies with manual control of exposure
and focus during recording the book explains the camera s numerous features for professional level
videography including picture profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve black
level knee and detail the book describes steps for recording 4k video to an external video
recorder using the clean video output from the camera s hdmi port in three appendices the book
discusses accessories for the a6400 including cases power sources remote controls microphones and
external flash units and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information
the book includes an appendix with quick tips on how to take advantage of the camera s features in
the most efficient ways possible this guide to the a6400 includes a detailed index so the reader
can quickly locate information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera

Nikon Creative Lighting System Digital Field Guide 2019-08-07

the definitive guide to arm cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors focuses on the armv8 m
architecture and the features that are available in the cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors this
book covers a range of topics including the instruction set the programmer s model interrupt
handling os support and debug features it demonstrates how to create software for the cortex m23
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and cortex m33 processors by way of a range of examples which will enable embedded software
developers to understand the armv8 m architecture this book also covers the trustzone technology
in detail including how it benefits security in iot applications its operations how the technology
affects the processor s hardware e g memory architecture interrupt handling etc and various other
considerations in creating secure software presents the first book on armv8 m architecture and its
features as implemented in the cortex m23 and cortex m33 processors covers trustzone technology in
detail includes examples showing how to create software for cortex m23 m33 processors

Photographer's Guide to the Sony a6400 1955

this book focuses on relatively neglected areas of simulation and gaming s g i e cultural aspects
and ethical issues in addition to giving readers a basic knowledge of s g although the educational
effects of s g and related methods such as gamification as well as serious games have been studied
and are gaining recognition their downsides are often overlooked for example there is always a
risk of manipulation by games if maliciously designed and facilitated ethical codes of game
designers facilitators and educators must be established on the basis of academic research
considerations of the ethics of games are essential not only for s g researchers and educators but
also for the general public because games have sometimes been used for propaganda purposes in the
past and could be again in the present and future looking at the cultural aspect as the s g
community has accumulated research over 50 years the book includes the knowledge of the pioneers i
e archival interview data this is the first book that includes extensive interviews of researchers
and commercial game designers and critics it also contains diverse topics from the perspective of
gender and japanese culture japan has been attracting attention in the field of board games as
there are many independent game designers and an expanding market although women in s g have
gained some recognition the topic has been rather ignored and was first officially discussed in
2019 at the international conference of the international simulation and gaming association held
in warsaw in summary by focusing on comparatively overlooked or neglected aspects of s g this book
expands future opportunities in the field for researchers and educators with increased awareness
by the general public

Technical Manual 2020-12-01

internet of things iot enabled spaces have made revolutionary advances in the utility grid among
these advances intelligent and energy efficient services are gaining considerable interest the use
of the smart grid is increasing day after day around us and is not only used in saving energy but
also in our daily life for intelligent health traffic and even farming systems the grid enabled
with iot features is also expected to communicate with cellular networks smoothly in the next
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generation networks 6g and beyond this will open the door for other interesting research areas in
this book we consider the most significant and emergent research topics in this domain addressing
major issues and challenges in iot based solutions proposed for the smart grid the chapters
provide insight on comprehensive topics in iot based smart grids combining technical aspects with
the most up to date theory it investigates the grid under varying and potential emerging paradigms
such as edge fog computing in addition to big data aspects considerations in the iot era with
comprehensive surveys and case studies this book explores basic and high level grid aspects in the
emerging smart city paradigm which makes it especially attractive to researchers academics and
higher level students this authored book can be used by computer science undergraduate and
postgraduate students researchers and practitioners city administrators policymakers and
government regulators

Definitive Guide to Arm Cortex-M23 and Cortex-M33 Processors
2022-04-23

model transformations are the glue that tie modelling activities together if you ve used modelling
in anger then whether you know it or not you ve used model transformations they come in all shapes
and sizes from moving models between di erent tools to generating implementations model
transformations have humble beginnings at one point not long ago it was said by many in the know
that the way forward in model transformations was to use xslt that this idea now raises a wry
smile shows how far the model transformation community has come in a short time where once model
transformations were hacked together in a variety of unsuitable languages we now have a number of
powerful dedicated languages and theories at our disposal since 2008 the icmt conference series
has played a huge part in advancing the subject and this third edition was no di erent the
theories and languages presented at icmt have allowed principled model transformations to play an
ever greater part in real systems of course there is still much more to do we need our model
transformations languages and theories to scale further allow greater expressivity be more exible
and aid reusability and we lack empirically backed studies of model transformations in use
doubtless you can think of other gaps yet though some real world challenges lie just beyond our
reach eachyearseesonce dauntingproblemsconquered muchofthatprogressis nowdriven byicmt andthis
year sedition showedhow model transformations are increasingly being used in previously unfamiliar
areas

Gaming as a Cultural Commons 2020-10-05

european industry has already developed successful standards in the past and i am very con dent
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that on the basis of dvb h mobile tv services can developtheeconomiesofscaletheyneedfortake
upacrosseuropeandaround the world with these words of eu s telecom commissioner viviane reding dvb
h is destined to be a dominating mobile tv technology in europe and even in the world i was rst
getting in touch with the dvb technology when i was doing my phd research in brunel university in
uk in 2002 at that time dvb t was already a mature and widely used digital broadcast technology
and anyone could easily buy a dvb t receiver in the market to try the digital broadcast signals
that have been already broadcasted in uk since 1998 then the dvb technology world changed
dramatically as a more exible and robust terr trial broadcast system targeting handsets dvb h was
developed based on dvb t in 2003 the dvb h community were continuously working to n ize the
standard finally in november 2004 dvb h was adopted as an etsi standard en 302 304 i was lucky to
see all these changes when i was doing my phd research in dvb technology and i was very proud to
be involved in the di erent dvb h research projects since the beginning of the dvb h standard
development stage i was also lucky enough that i am one of the rst persons who nished phd degree
by focusing on dvb h research

Smart Grid in IoT-Enabled Spaces 2007

technical writing as a career technical manuals and handbooks planning a technical manual
publishing systems layout and format manual writing style preparing a manual specification front
matter and introductory material illustration table preparation operation maintenance and repair
instructions illustration parts breakdown appendixes and addenda amending manuals preparing camera
ready copy priting and binding the technical editor a technical handbook department appendixes
capitalization rules mathematical and scientific terminoly using the metric si system numbers in
technical manuals abbreviations footnotes punctuation glossary of technical terms bibliography
index

Singapore Biotech Guide 1993-12

an in depth guide to finding the right cannabis strain for your needs both on a recreational and
medicinal level with an ever increasing number of states legalizing the use of marijuana the buyer
is faces with the question which strain is going to give me the best results thankfully in 100
best cannabis strains you will be able to find all the answers to your questions with in depth
details on each strain readers will be able to determine which is right for them having trouble
sleeping consider orange tree looking to relax give ogkush a try in addition to images for each
strain readers will be supplied pertinent information to best help find the perfect remedy such
details include strain ratio sativa indica amount of thc and cbd potential side effects medicinal
benefits and much more while there are literally thousands of strains and more coming out each day
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this pocket guide will help you navigate through all that cannabis has to offer whether it s bubba
kush charlotte s cherry pie white widow jack herer confidential cheese or granddaddy purple 100
best cannabis stains is your one stop shop to getting the most out of your cannabis

Mgrl Acctg/Rn/Sg Pkg 2010-06-17

even as newer cellular technologies and standards emerge many of the fundamental principles and
the components of the cellular network remain the same presenting a simple yet comprehensive view
of cellular communications technologies cellular communications provides an end to end perspective
of cellular operations ranging from physical layer details to call set up and from the radio
network to the core network this self contained source for practitioners and students represents a
comprehensive survey of the fundamentals of cellular communications and the landscape of
commercially deployed 2g and 3g technologies and provides a glimpse of emerging 4g technologies

Theory and Practice of Model Transformations 2008-02-26

singapore s leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative
articles and in depth reviews

Handover in DVB-H 1995-06-23

a guide for purchasing and using a personal computer

The Complete Guide to Writing & Producing Technical Manuals
2020-11-24

the most up to date information on the diagnosis and treatment of skin cancers the high prevalence
of skin cancer makes it crucial that physicians adequately understand the disease and its
treatment skin cancer a comprehensive guide provides the vital tools needed to successfully detect
and treat this illness improving patient wellness and survival covering the full spectrum of skin
cancers the book provides essential information on diagnosis and treatment options the text opens
with an incisive discussion of both normal and aging skin and the incidences and causes of skin
cancer and is followed by descriptions of the various types of skin cancer and important benign
tumors and the dermatological manifestation of internal malignancy skin cancer a comprehensive
guide covers all the topics most important to clinicians and students including the use of lasers
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and optical coherence tomography in skin cancer diagnosis mohs micrographic surgery hyper ige and
hypereosinophilic syndromes and confocal laser scanning microscopy features summaries and clinical
pearls for each chapter patient education points case studies color illustrations treatment
procedures for various patient populations including children and pregnant women information on
skin cancer vaccines and chemo prevention of cancer coverage of basal and squamous cell carcinoma
malignant melanoma cutaneous lymphoma and leukemias sarcomas sweat gland tumors vascular tumors of
the skin eyelid oral and genital cancers paget s disease hpv associated skin cancers skin cancer
in transplant and hiv patients non melanoma and melanoma skin cancers

100 Best Cannabis Strains 2014-09-12

how the wto deals with regional trade agreements rtas is conceptually and practically one of the
most important questions in international trade law this book clarifies that relationship
focussing on one form of regional integration customs unions and one form of trade measures anti
dumping measures this book answers the question how anti dumping measures and legislation change
if a state is in a customs union as well in doing so this book provides a new reasoning why anti
dumping measures are modified in customs unions as well as a comprehensive overview of how this
has happened a legal analysis on the legality of these changes and an answer to the question how
the different institutional settings have impacted questions of responsibility and attribution
going beyond this this book also considers the specific problems that arise in cases of economic
integration and disintegration and finally the impact forming a customs union has on third parties
that may impose anti dumping measures on states that are members of a customs union

Cellular Communications 2003-07

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic
centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects

HWM 1998

the mathematics of games an introduction to probability takes an inquiry based approach to
teaching the standard material for an introductory probability course it also discusses different
games and ideas that relate to the law of large numbers as well as some more mathematical topics
not typically found in similar books written in an accessibl
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs 2023-02-17

this two volume set ccis 166 and 167 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international
conference on digital information and communication technology and its applications dictap 2011
held in dijon france in june 2010 the 128 revised full papers presented in both volumes were
carefully reviewed and selected from 330 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections
on applications image processing visual interfaces and user experience network security ad hoc
network cloud computing data compression software engineering networking and mobiles distributed
and parallel processing social networks ontology algorithms multimedia e learning interactive
environments and emergent technologies for e learning signal processing information and data
management

Skin Cancer: A Comprehensive Guide 2021-10-15

singapore s leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative
articles and in depth reviews

Customs Unions in the WTO 1996

the last five years have been extremely challenging but also very innovative for cephalopod
science and the outstanding tradition of biological contribution with cephalopod molluscs as key
players in science and human activities and interests has continued this research topic is one of
several dedicated to cephalopod molluscs e g hanke and osorio 2018 ponte et al 2018 hosted by
frontiers over the last few years not to mention other papers published separately highlighting of
cephalopod science is important because it has much to offer not only the life science community
but also more broadly the public perception of science and its understanding and relationship with
scientific endeavour and cephalopods as living organisms and part of our everyday life at least
for most of us this contribution illustrates the key needs that need to be overcome by the
cephalopod research community i e rapid and effective mechanisms for exchange of knowledge and
resources sharing of laboratory protocols videos tissues samples and data sets innovative
approaches and initiatives in public engagement the cuttlefish comic included is an excellent
example of a type of media that can be used to expand scientific knowledge to the public and human
relationship with live animals there are strategic challenges in convincing globally distributed
policy makers and funders of the relevance of cephalopods in scientific advances and also in the
regulatory aspects since cephalopods are the only invertebrates whose use is regulated in europe
in a research context and this increases the need for integrated oversight and direction in terms
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of ethics and animal welfare e g jacquet et al 2019a 2019b ponte et al 2019 this research topic
also aligns with the interests of the cephalopod community in stimulating public interest in
cephalopods extending to a broader audience that could include chefs and gourmets and fishers and
scientists aiming to develop sustainable food resources cephsinaction towards future challenges
for cephalopod science research topic includes 14 papers from about 40 authors representing ten
different countries thus overlapping with the original parties that contributed to the cost fa1301
that together with cephres promoted and supported this editorial initiative

Guide to USGS Publications 1963

modern applications of nuclear chemistry concern various scientific disciplines this new edition
of volume 2 nuclear and radiochemistry modern applications summarizes recent knowledge on
radiation measurement and dosimetry highsensitive high selective and non destructive analytical
technologies environmental aspects and nuclear dating state of the art research on actinides and
radioelements nuclear energy and molecular diagnosis and patient treatment for nuclear medicine
individual topics are presented by leading experts this 2nd edition has updated literature
references and includes new material throughout the reader is also referred to the new edition of
volume 1 nuclear and radiochemistry introduction

Proceedings of the ... Congress on Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 1994

continuity and innovation in honors college curricula is the second volume in the edited series
honors education in transition which examines the proliferation of honors programs and colleges in
american higher education while honors education has become ubiquitous in american higher
education this transformation has happened without systematic attempts to align what honors means
across institutions and absent a universally agreed upon definitions of what honors is and what it
might aspire to be in the future this generates possibility and flexibility while also creating
rather serious challenges this book examines dynamic attempts to think creatively about curriculum
a hallmark of honors in higher education the authors document and discuss innovative attempts
ranging from service learning to international education to innovative ways to blend disciplinary
models of pedagogy with honors teaching throughout their investigations are grounded in the
present while turning a keen and perceptive eye to the future
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Guide to USGS Geologic and Hydrologic Maps 1994-09-05
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